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Abstract

We discuss normal forms of finite approximations of objects, in type systems
which are modeled over nonflat base domains. We use our results to investigate the
status of linearity: we show that we can work linearly in a systematic way within
the nonlinear model, as well as restrict to a fully linear model whose ideals are in
a bijective correspondence with the ones of the nonlinear.

1 Introduction
Thinking about computability in a practical way means, among other things, striving
to reason as finitarily as it gets. In domain-theoretic denotational semantics, we un-
derstand a higher-order program through a collection of approximations, that is, partial
descriptions of its input-output behavior, embodying consistent and complete informa-
tion about it. Trying to get as finitary as possible, we base our model on truly finite
approximations of programs, that is, finite sets of information tokens, and then work
with an appropriate domain representation, as pioneered by Dana Scott in [24]: two
finite approximations may give consistent information, and the information of one may
entail the information of the other. The denotation of a program is then retrieved as
a consistent and deductively closed set of tokens. Domain-theoretically, the deduc-
tive closures of finite approximations provide us with the compacts, and topologically,
their upper cones provide us with a basis, hence their also being called formal neigh-
borhoods.

A type system in this context is set up over inductively generated Scott information
systems serving as interpretations for the base types, where the tokens—the atomic
approximations that make up formal neighborhoods—are generated as a free algebra
by constructors. One of the fundamental choices here concerns how exactly we want
to let partiality enter the model. A fairly mainstream approach is to simply introduce
partiality as a pseudotoken, which in particular does not participate in the formation of
the other tokens, and so to end up with flat domains as base types. The semantics here is
“strict”: a constructor induces a non-injective mapping and different constructors have
overlapping ranges. Nevertheless, the model is refined enough to allow addressing
deep questions, like the issue of sequentiality, or the full abstraction for PCF, in an
intelligent and informative way.

Another approach which has been drawing growing interest in the recent past—a
fact reflected for example on the advent of realistic non-strict programming languages,
like Haskell—is to introduce partiality as a pseudoconstructor, therefore allowing it
to participate in the formation of the rest of the tokens, and ending up with nonflat do-
mains as base types. The constructors regain their injectivity and their non-overlapping
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ranges, at the cost of making us work, already at base types, within a nontrivial, and in
fact, pretty involved preordered set instead of a flat tree. Things get very combinatorial
very quickly, and old answers may need novel tools to reestablish in the nonflat case,
especially since we’re interested in a constructive development.

In particular, a strand of this kind of research certainly tries to exploit the extra
structure, hoping for results which wouldn’t hold in the flat case. Martin Escardo ex-
amines such possibilities already in [6], where he shows that characteristic functions
which fail to be computable in the flat domain of natural numbers, become computable
when elevated to the corresponding nonflat domain. Another strand, advanced by the
Munich logic group, involves adapting fundamental results, like computational ade-
quacy, definabilility, and density, to the nonflat case [22, 19, 9, 11] (see also [23]),
and also recasting previous approaches to important topics in the nonflat setting in an
arguably more natural way—a recent example being work on exact real arithmetic by
exploiting the inherent base-type non-strictness coinductively [14, 13]. It turns out
that these two strands occasionally meet: Davide Rinaldi and the author have indepen-
dently observed that the typical Berger-like argument for the Kleeny–Kreisel density
theorem [1], can be recast in the nonflat setting in a way that it provides finite wit-
nesses [10, 20]. These pages present some observations and techniques concerning
formal neighborhoods, in type systems interpreted upon nonflat information systems,
which have been largely developed to help attack certain general questions like the
above.

We begin in section 2 with some basic facts regarding our chosen model. Since
the first obstacle in our considerations appears in the potentially highly complicated
guises of information, we investigate ways of finding normal forms of neighborhoods.
In order to do this, we revisit in section 3 the notion of neighborhood mapping [11] and
its appropriate particular notion of continuity. Then, in section 4, we use information-
preserving neighborhood mappings, which, additionally, send equivalent arguments to
the same value, thus providing us with normal forms. At base types, we discuss four
distinct normal forms, namely, the straightforward supremum and deductive closure,
together with a path and a tree form. Then we move on to higher types, where we
introduce a streamlined version of eigen-neighborhood [11], and use it to establish a
higher-type normal form theorem: normal forms at lower types induce normal forms at
higher types.

We then turn to the issue of linearity, which we can also think of as atomicity:
the entailment of a token by a neighborhood depends on only one token in the neigh-
borhood. As we will recount in section 5, this property is tied quite naturally to the
research on such topics as sequentiality and linear logic, since it is a statement of lin-
earity of entailment brought down to the level of domain representations. We use our
results on normal forms to extricate a notion of linearity from our general model, and
show how to make this explicit by restricting it to appropriate subsystems.

We end in section 6 with a short discussion on future work.

2 Background
For the purposes of this paper it is enough to work within a fragment of the system of
Schwichtenberg–Wainer [23, §6.1.4]. In particular, we will omit parametric and simul-
taneously defined base types, and we will focus on the finitary aspect of the fragment.
Since by indulging ourselves in such simplifications we do not do justice to the theory,
the interested reader should turn to [23] for a more complete exposition.
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Types

Our types are built simultaneously by three rules, one for constructor types, one for
base types, and one for higher types. Let ξ be a distinct type variable, to be used as a
dummy variable.

• IfÝÑσ 0, . . . ,
ÝÑ
σ n´1 are types for ně 0, then pÝÑσ 0 Ñ ξ qÑ ¨¨ ¨ Ñ pÝÑσ n´1 Ñ ξ qÑ ξ

is a constructor type (of arity n). The type is called finitary if all σν ’s are empty,
and infinitary otherwise.

• If κ0, . . . ,κk´1 are constructor types for k ą 0 and one of them nullary, then
µξ pκ0, . . . ,κk´1q is a type.

• If ρ,σ are types then ρ Ñ σ is a type.

By convention, we will use ι , η to denote arbitrary base types and ρ , σ to denote
arbitrary types in general.

Examples of base types are the unit type U :“ µξ pξ q with only one constructor,
the type of boolean values B :“ µξ pξ ,ξ q, with constructors tt : B and ff : B, the
type of natural numbers N :“ µξ pξ ,ξ Ñ ξ q, with constructors 0 : N, S : NÑ N, the
infinitary type of ordinal numbers O :“ µξ pξ ,ξ Ñ ξ ,pNÑ ξ qÑ ξ q, with constructors
0 : O, S : OÑO, and Y : pNÑOq ÑO, and the type of (extended) derivations D :“
µξ pξ ,ξ ,ξ Ñ ξ ,ξ Ñ ξ Ñ ξ q, with constructors 0 : D, 1 : D, S : DÑ D, and B : DÑ
DÑ D.

Information systems

A (Scott) information system is a triple pTok,Con,$q, where Tok is a countable set
of tokens, Con is a collection of finite sets of tokens which we call consistent sets or
(formal) neighborhoods, and $ is a subset of ConˆTok, the entailment. These are
subject to the axioms

 

a
(

P Con,
U ĎV ^V P ConÑU P Con,
U P Con^a PU ÑU $ a,

U $V ^V $ cÑU $ c,

U P Con^U $ bÑUY
 

b
(

P Con,

where U $ V stands for U $ b for all b P V . From the latter follows vacuously that
U $H for all U , while H P Con follows from the first two axioms. Occasionally we
will use finite sets of tokens Γ which are not necessarily consistent, for which we write
Fin, so Con Ď Fin. An information system is called coherent when in addition to the
above it satisfies

@
a,a1PU

 

a,a1
(

P ConÑU P Con. (1)

By the coherence and the second axiom above, it follows that the consistency of a set
of tokens is equivalent to the consistency of its pairs. Drawing on this property, we
often write a— b for

 

a,b
(

P Con, and even U —V for UYV P Con.1 In the following
we restrict our attention to coherent systems.

1This is sometimes written as U ÒV .
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Given two coherent information systems A and B, we form their function space
A Ñ B: define its tokens by xU,by P Tok if U P ConA and b P TokB, its consistency
by xU,by — xU 1,b1y if U —A U 1 implies b —B b1, and its entailment by W $ xU,by if
WU $B b, where

b PWU :“ D
U 1PConA

`@

U 1,b
D

PW ^U $A U 1
˘

.

The last operation is called neighborhood application; one can show that it is monotone
in both arguments, that is, that U $U 1 implies WU $WU 1 and that W $W 1 implies
WU $WU 1, for all appropriate U,U 1,W,W 1.

Fact 2.1. The function space of two coherent systems is itself a coherent information
system.

Information systems as representations of domains

An ideal (or element) of an information system ρ is a possibly infinite set of tokens
xĎ Tok, such that U PCon for every U Ď f x (consistency), and U $ b for some U Ď f x
implies b P x (deductive closure). If x is an ideal of ρ , we write x P Ideρ or x : ρ . Note
that there is an empty ideal Kρ “H at every type ρ .

By a (Scott–Ershov) domain (with a countable basis) we mean here a directed com-
plete partial order, which is additionally algebraic and bounded complete. It is further-
more coherent [18], if every set of compacts has a least upper bound exactly when each
of its pairs has a least upper bound. The following fact is fundamental to our approach.

Fact 2.2 (Representation theorem). Let ρ “ pTokρ ,Conρ ,$ρq be a coherent infor-
mation system. Then pIdeρ ,Ď,Hq is a coherent domain with compacts given by
 

U |U P Conρ

(

. Conversely, every coherent domain can be represented by a coherent
information system.

An approximable mapping between two information systems ρ and σ is a relation
r Ď Conρ ˆConσ , that generalizes entailment in the following sense: xH,Hy P r; if
xU,V1y ,xU,V2y P r then xU,V1YV2y P r; and if U $ρ U 1, xU 1,V 1y P r, and V 1 $σ V ,
then xU,V y P r. One can show [24] that there is a bijective correspondence between the
approximable mappings from ρ to σ and the ideals of the function space ρ Ñ σ , and
moreover establish the categorical equivalence between domains with Scott continuous
functions and information systems with approximable mappings. The equivalence is
preserved if we restrict ourselves to the coherent case [12].

Information systems as interpretations of types

We assign an information system to each type. Every higher type is naturally assigned
a function space, so it suffices to discuss the information systems for finitary algebras.
Let ι be a finitary algebra given by certain constructors. Each constructor C comes
with an arity r ě 0 (and at least one of them equal to zero). To the given constructors
we add an extra nullary pseudoconstructor ˚ to denote partiality. Write U „ V for
U $V ^V $U . We define the following.

• If C is an r-ary constructor and a1, . . . ,ar P Tokι then Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar P Tokι . For
its head write hdpCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨arq “ C; for its i-th component write apiq, that is,
pCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨arqpiq “ ai for i“ 1, . . . ,r.
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• It is a—ι ˚ and ˚ —ι a for all a P Tokι . Furthermore, if C is an r-ary constructor
and a1 —ι b1, . . . ,ar —ι br then Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar —ι Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨br. Finally, it is U P Conι if
a—ι a1 for all a,a1 PU .

• It is U $ι ˚ for all U P Conι . Furthermore, if C is an r-ary constructor,
U1, . . . ,Ur P Conι are inhabited and U1 $ι b1, . . . ,Ur $ι br, then U $ι Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨br
for all U P Conι which are sufficient for C on U1, . . . , Ur, in the sense that for
each i “ 1, . . . ,r and each ai PUi there exists an a PU such that hdpaq “C and
apiq “ ai. Finally, if U $ι b, then also UY

 

˚
(

$ι b.

Note that the definition of Conι incorporates (1), so it follows thatH$ι

 

˚
(

. Concern-
ing the notion of sufficiency, note that (a) it is U „ι CU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ur, whenever U is sufficient
for C on U1, . . . , Ur, where

CU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ur :“
 

Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar | a1 PU1, . . . ,ar PUr
(

,

and (b) in case C is a proper constructor, U is sufficient for C on U1, . . . , Ur if and only
if UY

 

˚
(

is, if and only if Uz
 

˚
(

is. More generally, every neighborhood U which is
nontrivial (meaning U ι

 

˚
(

) is equivalent to one of the form CU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ur: if

Uz
 

˚
(

“
 

Ca11 ¨ ¨ ¨ar1, . . . ,Ca1m ¨ ¨ ¨arm
(

,

we let Ui :“
 

ai1, . . . ,aim
(

for every i “ 1, . . . ,r. Finally, the finite set CU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ur is
consistent if every Ui is consistent.

It is straightforward, but tedious, to check that all these make sense.

Fact 2.3. Let ι be an algebra given by constructors. The triple pTokι ,Conι ,$ιq is a
coherent information system.

Finally, note that at finitary base types if U is a consistent finite set then also its
deductive closure U is a consistent finite set, where b PU if and only if U $ b.

By straightforward induction on the formation of tokens we can show that finitary
base types are antisymmetric on tokens (write a$ρ b for

 

a
(

$ρ b).

Lemma 2.4 (Antisymmetry). Let ι be a finitary base type. For all tokens a,b P Tokι ,
if a„ι b then a“ b.

On the other hand, it is easy to see that base types are not antisymmetric on neighbor-
hoods, since for example

 

S˚
(

„N
 

S˚,˚
(

and
 

B0˚,B˚1
(

„D
 

B01
(

. It follows that
antisymmetry does not carry over to higher types, either for tokens or for neighbor-
hoods. This already motivates our pursue of normal forms in section 4.

Measuring tokens

For the study of base-type normal forms we need to make some further elementary
observations. Define the height |a| of a P Tokι by

|˚ι | :“ 0,

|Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar| :“ 1`max
 

|a1| , . . . , |ar|
(

,

and the size }a} of a P Tokι to be the number of its proper constructors:

}˚} :“ 0,
}Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar} :“ 1`}a1}` ¨ ¨ ¨`}ar}.
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Proposition 2.5. Let ι be a finitary algebra and a,b,a1, . . . ,ar P Tokι . The following
hold.

1. If a$ι b then |a| ě |b| and }a} ě }b}.

2. It is |a| ď }a}. Moreover, it is |a| “ }a} if and only if

@
bPTokι

p|b| “ |a| Ñ }b} ě }a}q . (2)

3. Let m “ max
 

|a1| , . . . , |ar|
(

. If m “ }a1}` ¨ ¨ ¨` }ar}, then |ai| “ }ai} for all i
among 1, . . . ,r. Moreover, if m ą 0, then there exists a unique i among 1, . . . ,r,
such that

|ai| “ }ai} “ m ^ @
j‰i
|a j| “ }a j} “ 0.

Proof. The formulas in 1 are shown by straightforward induction, as well as that |a| ď
}a} in 2. We show that |a| “ }a} if and only if (2) holds. From left to right, let a be a
token with height and size equal, and let b be such that |b| “ |a|. It is

}b} ě |b| “ |a| “ }a}.

For the other way around, if a “ ˚, then it’s immediate, while for a “ Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar with
|a| “ n, consider the token

b :“ C ¨ ¨ ¨C
loomoon

n

ÝÑ̊;

it is |b| “ n, so }a} ď }b} by (2); by the construction of b it is }a} ď |a|; by the assump-
tion we get }a} “ |a|.

We show 3 by cases on m. If m “ 0, then for all i “ 1, . . . ,r it is |ai| “ 0, that is,
ai “ ˚, so also }ai} “ 0. If mą 0, then there are i“ 1, . . . ,r, for which |ai| “m; assume
there are k such ai’s (ką 0), and let l be the sum of the heights of the rest, that is, of all
a j’s with |a j| ‰ m; by (2) it is

}a1}` ¨ ¨ ¨`}ar} ě k ¨m` l;

by the assumption we get mě k ¨m` l, from which we obtain k “ 1 and l “ 0; which
is exactly what we wanted.

3 Neighborhood mappings
By way of heuristics, we’d rather avoid working with the whole class of approximable
maps between two information systems. The reason is that we would like to spare
ourselves having to check after the fact if the maps that we used were “finitary” enough.
Instead, we concentrate on mappings that operate explicitly on formal neighborhoods,
and so seem to fit our setting more naturally.

A neighborhood mapping from type ρ to type σ is a mapping that sends neighbor-
hoods from Conρ to neighborhoods in Conσ . Such a mapping f is compatible (with
equientailment) if f pU1q „σ f pU2q, whenever U1 „ρ U2. It is monotone if U1 $ρ U2
implies f pU1q $σ f pU2q, and consistent if U1 —ρ U2 implies f pU1q —σ f pU2q.

All three of the above notions are fundamental to our development. Compatibility
with equientailment is arguably a sine qua non, but, as should be expected, it is too
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weak to ensure either monotonicity or consistency; for example the mapping from
ConB to ConB defined by

H,
 

˚B
(

ÞÑ
 

tt
(

,
 

˚B,tt
(

,
 

tt
(

ÞÑ
 

ff
(

,
 

˚B,ff
(

,
 

ff
(

ÞÑ
 

tt
(

,

is compatible but neither monotone nor consistent. Furthermore, there are consistent
mappings that are not monotone, like the mapping from ConB to ConB defined by

H,
 

˚B
(

ÞÑ
 

tt
(

,
 

˚B,tt
(

,
 

tt
(

ÞÑ
 

˚B
(

,
 

˚B,ff
(

,
 

ff
(

ÞÑ
 

˚B
(

,

and, moreover, there are consistent mappings that are not even compatible (see example
below). Not surprisingly, monotone mappings are the safest ones to work with.

Lemma 3.1. Let f : Conρ Ñ Conσ be a neighborhood mapping.

1. It is monotone if and only if it is compatible with equientailment and f pU1Y

U2q $σ f pU1qY f pU2q for every U1,U2 P Conρ with U1 —ρ U2.

2. If it is monotone, then it is also consistent.

Proof. For 1, assume that f is compatible and satisfies the above condition; let U1,U2 P

Conρ with U1 $ρ U2; then U1 „ρ U1YU2, and by compatibility f pU1q „σ f pU1YU2q,
so the assumption yields f pU1q $σ f pU2q. Conversely, assume that f is monotone;
then compatibility is immediate, and letting U1,U2 P Conρ with U1 —ρ U2, we have
U1YU2 $ρ Ui for i“ 1,2, so f pU1YU2q $ρ f pUiq, by monotonicity. The statement 2
follows immediately.

Example. At each type ρ , easy examples of neighborhood mappings are the identity
mapping given by U ÞÑU , and the constant mappings given by U ÞÑU0 for any fixed
U0 P Conρ ; all of these are monotone.

The constructors of an algebra provide further natural examples of monotone
neighborhood mappings. The constructor B in D for instance induces a mapping
ConDˆConD Ñ ConD, by pU1,U2q ÞÑ BU1U2.2 Another example of a rather useful
monotone mapping is the partial length mapping for (finitary) base types. Consider
the token mapping pl : TokDÑ TokD given (intuitively) by plpaq :“ S|a|˚D, and extend
it to neighborhoods by letting

H ÞÑ
 

˚D
(

,
 

U
(

ÞÑ
 

plpaq | a PU
(

.

An example of a consistent mapping which is not compatible would be the rather
crude detotalizing mapping dpUq :“ Uz

 

a PU | a total
(

(a is total if it does not in-
volve ˚); by using such a mapping we don’t harm consistency, but we rather unwar-
rantedly lose information, since

 

S˚D,S0
(

„D
 

S0
(

, but dp
 

S˚D,S0
(

q “
 

S˚D
(

D
H“ dp

 

S0
(

q.

2This is a bit of a cheat here though, see section 6.
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Finally, an example of a neighborhood mapping that is neither consistent nor
compatible would be the following: if mU is the maximum size to be found among
the tokens of U P ConD, set mpUq :“

 

SmU0
(

. Then
 

B0˚,B˚0
(

„D
 

B00
(

but
mp

 

B0˚,B˚0
(

q “
 

SS0
(

and mp
 

B00
(

q “
 

SSS0
(

, which are neither equivalent nor
even consistent.

Ideals from neighborhood mappings

Despite the merits of monotonicity, it turns out that the weaker property of consistency
suffices for a neighborhood mapping, because it is exactly what we need to naturally
capture the notion of continuity for ideals.

Recall that an ideal is a possible infinite set of tokens which is (a) consistent, that
is, every two of its tokens are consistent, and (b) deductively closed, that is, if some
finite part of it entails a token, then this token must also belong to it. The idea of a
neighborhood mapping f is obviously to achieve these two requirements by appropri-
ately working on the level of neighborhoods: intuitively, the (right-flattened) graph of
f should correspond to an ideal. To ensure that (a) holds, it is fitting that we require
consistency from f , but what about (b); should we require something more? We show
that we don’t.

Define the idealization f̂ of a neighborhood mapping f : Conρ Ñ Conσ to be the
token set

f̂ :“
 

xU,by P TokρÑσ | D
U1,...,UmPConρ

´

U $ρ

m
ď

j“1

U j^

m
ď

j“1

f pU jq $σ b
¯

(

.

Note that the term
Ťm

j“1 f pU jq in the definition (which accounts for the essential non-
linearity of our setting) is implicitly required to be consistent—otherwise it wouldn’t
be allowed to appear on the left of an entailment.

Proposition 3.2. Let ρ , σ be types, and f be a neighborhood mapping at type ρ Ñ σ .
Then f̂ is an ideal if and only if f is consistent.

Proof. Assume that f̂ is an ideal, and let U1,U2 P Conρ , with U1 —ρ U2. Since Ui $ρ

Ui and f pUiq $σ f pUiq for each i “ 1,2, it is xUi, f pUiqy Ď f̂ , by the definition of
idealization, so the consistency of f̂ yields f pU1q —σ f pU2q, and f is consistent.

Now assume that f is consistent. For the consistency of f̂ , let xUi,biy P f̂ , with
U1 —ρ U2. By the definition of idealization there exist U1

1 , . . .U
1
m1
,U2

1 , . . .U
2
m2
P Conρ ,

such that

Ui $ρ

mi
ď

ji“1

U i
ji ^

mi
ď

ji“1

f pU i
jiq $σ bi, (‹)

for each i “ 1,2. Since U1 and U2 are consistent, the propagation of consistency
at type ρ gives us

Ťm1
j1“1 U1

j1 —ρ

Ťm2
j2“1 U2

j2 , which in turn yields
Ťm1

j1“1 f pU1
j1q —σ

Ťm2
j2“1 f pU2

j2q, due to the consistency of f ; by the propagation at type σ we get
b1 —σ b2.

For the deductive closure of f̂ , let W Ď f̂ and xU,by P TokρÑσ be such that
W $ρÑσ xU,by. By the definition of entailment, there are xUi,biy PW , i “ 1, . . . ,n,
such that U $ρ

Ťn
i“1 Ui and

 

b1, . . . ,bn
(

$σ b. Now each xUi,biy is in f̂ , so there
exist neighborhoods U i

1, . . . ,U
i
mi

, such that (‹) holds, but now for i“ 1, . . . ,n. By prop-
agation at ρ , all U i

ji’s are consistent; moreover, the consistency of f ensures that all
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f pU i
jiq’s are consistent; then, by the transitivity of entailment, it is

U $ρ

n
ď

i“1

mi
ď

ji“1

U i
ji ^

n
ď

i“1

mi
ď

ji“1

f pU i
jiq $σ b,

so xU,by P f̂ , by the definition.

Let us again note that not all ideals can be given by neighborhood mappings by
way of Proposition 3.2: a counterexample at type NÑ N would be the ideal given by
 

x0,Sn˚y | n“ 0,1, . . .
(

. Having stressed that, this result justifies us to say continu-
ous for a neighborhood mapping, exactly when it is consistent; for reasons of clarity
though, we will refrain from using the term.

4 Normal forms
We mentioned in the introduction that the complexity of nonflat base types can be-
come unwieldy very early. To illustrate the point, consider the base type N, where two
neighborhoods are equivalent exactly when their highest tokens coincide, for example
 

SS0,S˚
(

„N
 

SS0,SS˚,˚
(

. By an elementary combinatorial argument we have that
the number of equivalent neighborhoods whose higher token is some known a, is the
number of all subsets of the set az

 

a
(

; this means, for example, that merely for the
natural number 9 (that is, for the numeral SSSSSSSSS0), there are already a thousand
and twenty four equivalent neighborhood representations in the model. It is clear that
we could use canonical ways to spot neighborhoods with the desired information, and
work exclusively with them—as expected, one of these canonical forms will indeed be
the singleton form

 

a
(

.
In our context we look at normal forms not so much as irreducible elements in a

rewriting system as in, say, [3], but rather as values of special continuous neighbor-
hood endomappings. Let ρ be a type; a neighborhood-mapping f : Conρ Ñ Conρ is
a normal form mapping (at type ρ) if f pUq „ρ U (preservation of information) and
U1 „ρ U2 implies f pU1q “ f pU2q (uniqueness) for all U,U1,U2 P Conρ . By the first re-
quirement, it is clear that every normal form mapping is monotone, so also compatible
and consistent, by Lemma 3.1.

We first investigate normal form mappings at arbitrary base types. Then we give a
method of inducing a normal form mapping at a higher type, provided we have normal
form mappings at the lower types at our disposal.

4.1 Normal forms at base types
Closures and suprema

Perhaps the normal forms which are easiest to recognize at (finitary) base types are
given by the deductive closure and the supremum.

Define the supremum suppa,bq of two consistent base-type tokens inductively over
their structure by

suppa,˚q “ supp˚,aq “ a,

suppCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar,Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨brq “C suppa1,b1q ¨ ¨ ¨suppar,brq,

9
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for every constructor C of arity r. Further, for a base-type neighborhood U define its
supremum (or eigentoken) suppUq P Tok by

suppHq :“ ˚,

supp
 

a1, . . . ,am
(

q :“ supp¨ ¨ ¨suppa1,a2q ¨ ¨ ¨ ,amq.

Proposition 4.1 (Closure and supremum normal form). Let ι be a finitary base type.
The mappings U ÞÑU and U ÞÑ

 

suppUq
(

are normal form mappings at type ι .

Proof. For the deductive closure it is clear. We show that the supremum yields a normal
form. We concentrate first on the case of two tokens a,b P Tokι , where a —ι b. If
one of them is trivial, say b “ ˚, then

 

suppa,˚q
(

“
 

a
(

„ι

 

a,˚
(

. If not, then a “
Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar and b “ Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨br, with ai —ι bi for all i’s; the induction hypothesis is that
 

suppai,biq
(

„ι

 

ai,bi
(

for all i’s, so it is
 

a,b
(

“
 

Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar,Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨br
(

„ι C
 

a1,b1
(

¨ ¨ ¨
 

ar,br
(

„ι C
 

suppa1,b1q
(

¨ ¨ ¨
 

suppar,brq
(

“
 

C suppa1,b1q ¨ ¨ ¨suppar,brq
(

“
 

suppa,bq
(

.

Now let U P Conι . If U “H then suppUq “ ˚. If U “
 

a1, . . . ,am
(

then

U „ι

 

suppa1,a2q,a3, . . . ,am
(

„ι ¨ ¨ ¨

„ι

 

supp¨ ¨ ¨suppa2,a1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ,amq
(

“
 

suppUq
(

,

based on the previous.
As for uniqueness, if U1 „ι U2, then suppU1q „ι suppU2q by transitivity, and by

Lemma 2.4 we get suppU1q “ suppU2q.

We may write nfc for U ÞÑU and nfs for U ÞÑ
 

suppUq
(

. In terms of cardinality,
these would be the biggest and the smallest normal forms respectively. In the following
we will see some interesting intermediate ones.

Paths

The common idea behind the following two normal forms is to consider the entailment
diagram of the closure of a given neighborhood, and then eliminate the circles that
appear in it. What we have to show is that in doing so we won’t lose any information.

Call a P Tokι a path, and write a P Tokp
ι , if it is built inductively by the following

clauses:

• ˚ P Tokp
ι ;

• if C is a constructor and a P Tokp
ι , then CÝÑ̊aÝÑ̊ P Tokp

ι (where the vectors ÝÑ̊

may be empty).

10
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For example, B˚S0 is a path, whereas B0S˚ isn’t. The choice of the name stems from
the fact that a path’s deductive closure contains no circles (see Proposition 4.2.1 below).
By convention, we write CÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊, if we want to indicate that ai possesses the i-th
position in the arity of C, that is, that ai “ pCÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊qpiq using the notation of section 2.

Proposition 4.2. Let ι be a base type.

1. Let a P Tokp
ι and b1,b2 P Tokι . The following path comparability property holds:

if a$ι b1 and a$ι b2, then b1 $ι b2 or b2 $ι b1.

2. Let a P Tokp
ι and b P Tokι . If a$ι b, then b P Tokp

ι .

3. Let U P ConιzH, and b P Tokp
ι . The following path linearity property holds: if

U $ι b then there exists an a PU, such that
 

a
(

$ι b.

Proof. For 1. By induction on a. If a“˚ then bm“˚ for both m“ 1,2. If a“CÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊,
with ai P Tokp

ι , then for each m“ 1,2 it is bm “CÝÑ̊bi
m
ÝÑ̊, with ai $ι bi

m. The induction
hypothesis yields bi

1 $ι bi
2 or bi

2 $ι bi
1, and the definition of entailment does the rest.

For 2. By induction on the path a. If a“ ˚ then also b“ ˚. Let a“CÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊, with
ai P Tokp

ι (for some i within the arity of C). If b “ ˚ then it’s again trivial, otherwise
there exists a bi P Tokι such that b “ CÝÑ̊biÝÑ̊ and ai $ι bi; the induction hypothesis
yields bi P Tokp

ι , so b P Tokp
ι as well, by definition.

For 3. By induction on b. If b “ ˚ then any element of U will do (there is at least
one element since U is inhabited). If b“CÝÑ̊biÝÑ̊, with bi P Tokp

ι , then Uz
 

˚
(

has the
form

 

CÝÑa1 , . . . ,CÝÑam
(

, where
 

a1i, . . . ,ami
(

$ι bi, by the definition of entailment. By
the induction hypothesis there exists a j “ 1, . . . ,m, such that

 

a ji
(

$ι bi; it follows
that

 

CÝÑa j
(

$ι b.

A nice characterization of paths comes from the minimality of their size.

Proposition 4.3. A token a P Tokι is a path if and only if it has minimal size, that is, if
|a| “ }a}.

Proof. From left to right, let a P Tokp
ι . By induction on the information of a. If a “

˚, then both its height and its size are zero by definition. If a “ CÝÑ̊bÝÑ̊ for some
constructor C and b P Tokp

ι , then the induction hypothesis gives that |b| “ }b} “ m for
some mě 0; by the definition of height and size we obtain |a| “ 1`m“ }a}.

For the other way around, let a be such that |a| “ }a} “ m for some m ě 0. We
perform induction on m. For m “ 0, it is a “ ˚, which is a path by definition. For
m`1ě 0, we have a“Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar with

m“max
 

|a1| , . . . , |ar|
(

“ }a1}` ¨ ¨ ¨`}ar};

by Proposition 2.5.3, it is |ai| “ }ai} “: mi for all i“ 1, . . . ,r, and either m“mi “ 0, so
a“CÝÑ̊, or else there is exactly one i such that mi ą 0, so a“CÝÑ̊ai

ÝÑ̊, with ai P Tokp
ι

by the induction hypothesis; in both cases it is a P Tokp
ι by definition.

It turns out that paths facilitate a natural notion of a “maximal normal form” for
neighborhoods. If U PConρ , its maximal elements mxlpUq are those tokens a PU , such
that if a1 PU is some other token with a1 $ρ a, then a1 „ρ a. Say that a neighborhood
U is path reduced, and write U P Conp

ι , if every token in it is a path and is maximal in
U . For example,

 

B00
(

and
 

B0˚,B˚0,B˚˚
(

are not path reduced, but
 

B0˚,B˚0
(

is.

11
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Proposition 4.4. If U P Conp
ι , then the following maximality property holds:

U0 $ι aÑ a PU0,

for all inhabited U0 ĎU and a PU.

Proof. Let U P Conp
ι , U0 Ď U an inhabited subneighborhood, and a P U . Since U

consists of paths, Proposition 4.2.3 yields a single a1 PU0 such that a1 $ι a. But U is
reduced, so a1 “ a.

A path form of a neighborhood is an equivalent neighborhood which is path re-
duced; for example, the finite set

 

B0˚,B˚0
(

is a path form of both
 

B00
(

and
 

B0˚,B˚0,B˚˚
(

.

Theorem 4.5 (Path normal form). Every neighborhood at a finitary base type has a
unique path form.

Proof. We consider first path forms for tokens a P Tokι (and thus cover the singleton
finite sets). Let nfp : Tokι Ñ Finι be the mapping defined recursively by the clauses

nfppCq “
 

C
(

for C nullary,

nfppCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨arq “

r
ď

i“1

C
ÝÝÑ 
˚
(

nfp
˚paiq

ÝÝÑ 
˚
(

,

where nfp
˚paq :“ nfppaqz

 

˚
(

(it is always nfp
˚paq “ nfppaq, when a “ ˚). Note the use

of our notational convention of page 5, and that in the first clause the pseudoconstructor
˚ is counted in.

It is direct to see that if b P nfppaq then b P Tokp
ι . Such a b must also be maximal: if

a“ ˚, then also b“ ˚; otherwise a“Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar and b“CÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊ for some i“ 1, . . . ,r
and ai P nfppaiq with ai “ ˚; assuming that there is a b1 P nfppaq, such that b1 $ι b,
it follows that b1 “ Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨bi ¨ ¨ ¨br, with bi $ι ai; by the construction of nfp and the
induction hypothesis for nfppaiq, it must be b j “ ˚ for all j “ i, and bi “ ai, so b1 “ b.
We’ve shown then that nfppaq is path reduced for every a P Tokι . The preservation
of information follows from the induction hypotheses nfppaiq „ι

 

ai
(

for each i “
1, . . . ,r, and the definition of entailment. As for uniqueness, it follows immediately
from Lemma 2.4, since a„ι b implies a“ b, so nfppaq “ nfppbq.

Moving on to neighborhoods U P Conι , we may set nfppUq :“ nfppsuppUqq; this is
a normal form mapping by the previous and Proposition 4.1.

Remark. In previous approaches to maximal normal forms, as in [21] and [11], the
restriction to nonsuperunary constructors and binary entailment made it possible to
avoid paths and obtain a normal form directly from the mapping U ÞÑ mxlpUq,
which was both “linear” (see section 5) and “maximal” in the sense of Proposi-
tion 4.4. This doesn’t work in the general case of an algebra with superunary con-
structors and a full entailment predicate. Take for example the neighborhood U “
 

BB00˚,BB0˚0,BB˚00
(

, for which it already holds that U “ mxlpUq; this is neither
linear (we’ve agreed that it entails BB000, but it cannot do so with one token) nor even
maximal (for the subset U0 :“

 

BB00˚,BB0˚0
(

it is U0 $D BB˚00 but BB˚00 R U0).
Moreover, even if we restricted entailment to its binary version and we tried to find
subsets of U which do satisfy Proposition 4.4 and are themselves linear and maximal,
we would actually find three: every pair of tokens in U forms such a neighborhood; but

12
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there would be no natural reason to prefer one over the other as a normal form in order
to have uniqueness.3

Trees

From the path form of a neighborhood we can easily obtain its “tree form” by taking
atomic closures. Call a neighborhood U P Conι a (full) tree, and write U P Cont

ι , if
for every a PU it is a P Tokp

ι and a ĎU (the name is justified by Proposition 4.2.1).
For example, the neighborhood

 

B0˚,B˚0,B00
(

is no tree, but
 

B0˚,B˚0,B˚˚,˚
(

is,
consisting of the closures of the paths B0˚ and B˚0. So the root of the trees we con-
sider here is always ˚ (that’s why we think of them as “full”), while their leaves are
simply their tokens of maximal information. A tree form of a neighborhood is an
equivalent neighborhood which is a tree; for example, a tree-form of

 

B0˚,B˚0,B00
(

is
 

B0˚,B˚0,B˚˚,˚
(

—actually, the only one.

Proposition 4.6 (Tree normal form). Every neighborhood at a finitary base type has a
unique tree form.

Proof. Let U P Conι . By Theorem 4.5 we can assume that U is path reduced. Set
nftpUq :“

Ť

aPU a. It is clear by the construction that this is a tree. The preservation of
information and the uniqueness are both straightforward.

Remark. The tree form of a neighborhood can of course be generated without appeal
to its path form. For tokens we can first set

nftpCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨arq :“
 

˚
(

Y

r
ď

i“1

 

CÝÑ̊a0i
ÝÑ̊ | a0i P nftpaiq

(

,

and then nftpUq :“
Ť

aPU nftpaq.

Example. At type D, the singleton
 

0
(

has tree form
 

˚,0
(

, and the singleton
 

S1
(

has
tree form

 

˚,S˚,S1
(

. The singleton
 

BS0S˚
(

, which involves a binary constructor, has
tree form

 

˚,B˚˚,BS˚˚,BS0˚,B˚S˚
(

, and similarly the singleton BS10 has tree form
 

˚,B˚˚,BS˚˚,BS1˚,B˚0
(

. The union of these tree forms yields the following picture.

˚

0

..............
..............

..............
..............

..............
..............

..............
.....

S˚

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......
B˚˚

..............
..............

..............
..............

..............
..............

..............
.....

S1

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

...
BS˚˚

.........
.........

.........
.........

.........
.

B˚S˚

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

.......

...
B˚0

.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.

BS0˚

.......
.......
.......
..

BS1˚

.......
.......
.......
..

.

3See also the discussion of “eigen-maximality” below, where it is shown how a natural notion of maxi-
mality is achieved at higher types—still failing to be a normal form.
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4.2 Normal forms at higher types
Once we’ve found normal forms for base types, we would like to systematically in-
duce normal forms from lower to higher types. Our approach will make crucial use of
“eigen-neighborhoods”.

If Θ P FinρÑσ is a finite set with Θ “
 

xU j,b jy | j “ 1, . . . , l
(

, write LpΘq for
Ť

j U j

(notice that this is a flattening), and RpΘq for
Ť

j

 

b j
(

. Furthermore, if U P Conρ and
∆ P Finσ , write xU,∆y for

 

xU,by | b P ∆
(

(note that xU,Hy “H).

Eigen-neighborhoods

Consider a neighborhood W “
 

xU j,b jy | j “ 1, . . . l
(

at some higher type ρ Ñ σ ,
which we apply to some information, say U , of type ρ . If this U is above U j and Uk for
some j,k “ 1, . . . l, then (a) U j and Uk must be consistent, and (b) both b j and bk will
belong to the value WU . Furthermore, if U is above U j, which in turn is above some
other Uk, then (a) U must be above Uk as well, and (b) both b j and bk will again belong
to the value WU . These two basic facts regarding application motivate the definition of
the eigen-neighborhoods of W , EigW .

At a base type ι , by convention, we say that E is an eigen-neighborhood of
U P Conι if E “ H or E “ U . At a higher type ρ Ñ σ , a neighborhood H is an
eigen-neighborhood of W P ConρÑσ if it is of the form H “ xU,V y and it features the
following properties:

• consistency: U P ConLpWq,

• left closure: U “UXLpW q,

• right closure: V “WUXRpW q;

by the first requirement, it is clear that EigW is a finite set of neighborhoods for ev-
ery W , and by the first and third, that every eigen-neighborhood is indeed consistent.
Notice that the concept of eigen-neighborhoods is not given inductively over types; in
fact, in the following we concentrate on eigen-neighborhoods at higher types, as it’s
there where they prove essential.

Given W P ConρÑσ as above, every U P Conρ induces a characteristic eigen-
neighborhood W |æU , the eigen-restriction of W to U , in the following natural way:

W |æU :“
@

UXLpW q,WUXRpW q
D

;

the eigen-neighborhood W |æU is basically the “support” of W with respect to U , that is,
the part of W that answers to the input U .4 One can directly check the following.

Lemma 4.7. Let ρ , σ be types.

1. For all W P ConρÑσ and U P Conρ , it is WU $σ b if and only if RpW |æU q $σ b.

2. For all W P ConρÑσ , if H P EigW then H “W |æLpHq.

3. For all W P ConρÑσ and U,U 1 P Conρ , if U $ρ U 1 then PpW |æU 1q Ď PpW |æU q,
where P stands for L and R.

4Note that this is quite different than the more modest restriction of W to U , which would be just the
subneighborhood WæU :“

 

xU 1,by PW |U $ρ U 1
(

.
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4. The only nonempty eigen-neighborhood of a neighborhood of the form xU,V y is
itself, up to equientailment.

The following establishes our intuition of eigen-neighborhoods as “generalized to-
kens”. Write eig for the mapping U ÞÑ

Ť

EigU ; it is trivially U “ eigpUq for all base-
type U’s, whereas at higher types it is

eigpW q :“
ď

UPConLpWq

@

UXLpW q,WUXRpW q
D

.

Proposition 4.8 (Consistent eigenform). Let ρ and σ be types, and W,W1,W2 P

ConρÑσ .

1. It is W „ρÑσ eigpW q. Moreover, Eig eigpWq “ EigW , therefore the mapping eig
is idempotent, that is, eigpeigpW qq “ eigpW q.

2. It is W1 $ρÑσ W2 if and only if for every H2 P EigW2 there exists an H1 P EigW1
such that H1 $ρÑσ H2. Similarly, it is W1 —ρÑσ W2 if and only if for all H1 P

EigW1 , H2 P EigW2 , it is H1 —ρÑσ H2.

Proof. For 1: Let W be a neighborhood at type ρ Ñ σ . From left to right, let xU,V y
be one of its eigen-neighborhoods. By the definition we have V “WU XRpW q, from
which we get that WU $σ V , that is, that W $ρÑσ xU,V y. For the other way around, let
xU,by PW . For the induced eigen-neighborhood W |æU we have W |æUU “WUXRpW q,
and b PWUXRpW q, so W |æU $ρÑσ xU,by.

Before showing the idempotence, we first notice that (i) LpW q “ LpeigpW qq and
RpW q “ RpeigpW qq. Indeed, for the left part, if a P LpW q, then there is a xU,by PW ,
with a P U ; then a P LpW |æU q, where W |æU P EigW , so a P LpeigpW qq; conversely,
if a P LpeigpW qq, then there is an H P EigW , such that a P LpHq, which means that
a P LpW q immediately. For the right part, if b P RpW q, then there is a xU,by PW ; then
b P RpW |æU q, where W |æU P EigW , so b P RpeigpW qq; conversely, if b P RpeigpW qq, then
there’s an H P EigW , such that b P RpHq, which means that b P RpW q by the definition
of eigen-neighborhoods. Then we also notice the easy fact that (ii) at a type ρ , if
U „ρ U 1 then U “U 1 for all U P Conρ .

For idempotence, it suffices to show that both eigpW q and W share the same eigen-
neighborhoods. Let H “ xU,V y; by the definition of eigen-neighborhoods, it is H P

Eig eigpWq if and only if

U P ConLpeigpWqq ^ U “UXLpeigpW qq ^ V “ eigpW qUXRpeigpW qq,

which, by (i) and (ii) above (as well as the fact that W „ρÑσ W 1 implies WU „σ W 1U
for all W,W 1,U), holds if and only if

U P ConLpWq ^ U “UXLpW q ^ V “WUXRpW q;

this conjunction yields by definition H P EigW .
For 2: Let W1,W2 P ConρÑσ . Concerning entailment, assume first that W1 $ρÑσ

W2, and let H2 P EigW2 ; by 1, it is clear that W1 $ρÑσ H2, and setting H1 :“W1|æLpH2q

we do get that H1 $ρÑσ H2. For the other way around, assuming that every eigen-
neighborhood of W2 is entailed by some neighborhood of W1, it follows that a part of
Ť

EigW1 suffices to entail all of
Ť

EigW2 , so 1 yields what we want.
Concerning consistency, it is W1 —ρÑσ W2 if and only if, because of 1,

Ť

EigW1 —ρÑσ

Ť

EigW2 , which holds exactly when H1 —ρÑσ H2 for all H1 P EigW1
and H2 P EigW2 .
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We say that eigpUq is the eigenform of U , and if U “ eigpUq, we say that U is in
eigenform; every base-type neighborhood is in eigenform. Note that although eig de-
serves the definite article (due to its idempotence), it still does not yield a normal form
mapping: two equivalent eigenforms are not necessarily equal, as one sees already at
(nontrivial) base types. Its utility is rather that it rearranges and tidies up the informa-
tion as it is in the given neighborhood, and brings it to a more manageable form. For
example, we can use the eigenform of a neighborhood W to easily obtain conservative
extensions: if H P EigW , then W „ρ W YW H for every W H P Conρ with H $ρ W H , a
simple technique that often helps at higher types.

Furthermore, Proposition 4.8.2 suggests that eigen-neighborhoods bring into light
a linear behavior of higher-type entailment; it is indeed a statement which we can think
of as implicit linearity. This is a phenomenon that we will revisit in section 5.1.

Eigen-maximality

Based on the intuition of eigen-neighborhoods as generalized tokens, we may establish
a form of a neighborhood—but still no normal form!—where no eigen-neighborhood
is informationally redundant.

First we observe that entailment between eigen-neighborhoods reduces (contravari-
antly) to componentwise inclusion.

Lemma 4.9. Let ρ , σ be types, W P ConρÑσ , and H1,H2 P EigW be such that
H1 $ρÑσ H2. Then LpH1q Ď LpH2q and RpH2q Ď RpH1q, thus also RpH2q “ RpH1q.

Proof. Since H1 $ρÑσ H2, it is LpH2q $ρ LpH1q and RpH1q $σ RpH2q. The cor-
responding inclusions follow from the left and right closure properties that define
eigen-neighborhoods (see also Lemma 4.7.3). The last claim follows from the mono-
tonicity of application: since LpH2q $ρ LpH1q, it is WLpH2q $σ WLpH1q; then
WLpH1qXRpW q ĎWLpH2qXRpW q, so RpH1q Ď RpH2q, and we’re done.

Write Eig 0
W for the nonempty eigen-neighborhoods of W . Call W PConρÑσ eigen-

maximal if it is in eigenform and each H P EigW is either empty or maximal (that is,
if H P Eig 0

W , then for all H 1 P EigW with H 1 $ρÑσ H, it is H 1 „ρÑσ H); write Eig max
W

for the set of maximal eigen-neighborhoods of W . An eigen-maximal neighborhood is
“flat”, in the sense that the inclusion diagram of its eigen-neighborhoods forms a flat
tree. Note that by Lemma 4.9 it follows that in an eigen-maximal neighborhood, if
H 1 $ρÑσ H and H is nonempty, then H 1 “ H.

Lemma 4.10. Let ρ , σ be types. For every W PConρÑσ there exists an eigen-maximal
W 1 P ConρÑσ , such that W „ρÑσ W 1.

Proof. Let W P ConρÑσ . It is W „ρÑσ

Ť

EigW , by Proposition 4.8.1. Then W 1 :“
Ť

Eig max
W is an equivalent eigen-maximal neighborhood.

Obviously, there are in general several witnesses for the above fact, but since we will
need to refer to at least one of them later, it helps to single out the one that we actually
used in the proof. If U P Conρ , write emxl for the mapping Conρ Ñ Conρ given by
emxlpUq :“

Ť

Eig max
U ; by Lemma 4.10, this is clearly a monotone endomapping.

The following provides the crucial stepping stone towards our goal.

Proposition 4.11 (Eigencorrespondence). Let W1,W2 P ConρÑσ , and W1 be eigen-
maximal. It is W1 „ρÑσ W2 if and only if for each H1 P EigW1 there is exactly one
H2 P EigW2 , up to equientailment, such that H2 „ρÑσ H1.
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Proof. Assume that W1 „ρÑσ W2, and let H1 P EigW1 . By Proposition 4.8.2 there is an
H2 P EigW2 , such that H2 $ρÑσ H1 for which, in turn, there is an H 11 P EigW1 , such that
H 11 $ρÑσ H2. It follows that H 11 $ρÑσ H1, but W1 is eigen-maximal, so H 11 “ H1, and
consequently H2 „ρÑσ H1. The uniqueness of H2 up to equientailment is clear. As for
the converse, it follows immediately from Proposition 4.8.2.

It follows that if both W1 and W2 are eigen-maximal, then their eigen-neighborhoods
are in a one to one correspondence. Another nice property that follows from eigencor-
respondence is the next one.

Corollary 4.12. Let W1,W2 P ConρÑσ be eigen-maximal. If W1 „ρÑσ W2 then
W1|æU „ρÑσ W2|æU for every U P Conρ .

Proof. Let U P Conρ . By Proposition 4.11, there is exactly one H P EigW1 , such that
H „ρÑσ W2|æU , that is, such that LpHq „ρ LpW2|æU q and RpHq „σ RpW2|æU q. Now,
on the one hand, since U $ρ LpW2|æU q, it is U $ρ LpHq by transitivity, so Lemma 4.7
(items 2 and 3) yields LpHq Ď LpW1|æU q; on the other hand, since W1 „ρÑσ W2, it is
W1U „σ W2U , so RpW1|æU q „σ RpW2|æU q, by Lemma 4.7.1. It follows that H $ρÑσ

W1|æU , but W1 is eigen-maximal, so H “W1|æU . This means that W1|æU „ρÑσ W2|æU ,
so we’re done.

Eigenproducts of endomappings

Given two mappings f : Conρ ÑConρ and g : Conσ ÑConσ , define their eigenproduct
x f ,gy : ConρÑσ Ñ FinρÑσ by

x f ,gypW q :“
ď

HPEig0
W

x f pLpHqq,gpRpHqqy .

There is a simple criterion for the consistency of an eigenproduct. A neighborhood-
mapping f : Conρ Ñ Conρ is called inflationary (or expansive) when f pUq $ρ U and
deflationary (or contractive) when U $ρ f pUq for U P Conρ . It is direct to see that a
deflationary mapping is also consistent. Furthermore, we have the following.

Lemma 4.13. Let f and g be neighborhood-mappings at types ρ and σ respectively.
If f is inflationary and g is deflationary, then x f ,gy is a deflationary neighborhood-
mapping at type ρ Ñ σ (and, a fortiori, consistently defined).

Proof. Let W P ConρÑσ . For every H P EigW it is f pLpHqq $ρ LpHq and RpHq $σ

gpRpHqq, so H $ρÑσ x f ,gypHq. It follows from Proposition 4.8.1 that W $ρÑσ

x f ,gypW q, so we’re done.

Since a normal form mapping is trivially inflationary and deflationary, it follows that
the eigenproduct of two normal form mappings is deflationary, so also consistently
defined. The obvious question is when it is also inflationary, and so itself a normal
form mapping.

Proposition 4.14. Let f and g be normal form mappings at types ρ and σ respectively.
Then their eigenproduct is a normal form mapping at type ρ Ñ σ , when restricted to
eigen-maximal neighborhoods.
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Proof. Let W,W1,W2 P ConρÑσ be eigen-maximal. We want to show (i) that
x f ,gypW q „ρÑσ W , and (ii) that W1 „ρÑσ W2 implies x f ,gypW1q “ x f ,gypW2q.

For (i), it is

x f ,gypW q “
ď

HPEig0
W

x f pLpHqq,gpRpHqqy

p‹q

„ρÑσ

ď

HPEig0
W

xLpHq,RpHqy

p‹‹q

„ ρÑσ W,

where p‹q holds by the induction hypotheses at types ρ and σ , and p‹‹q by Proposi-
tion 4.8.1.

For (ii), it is

x f ,gypW1q “
ď

H1PEig0
W1

x f pLpH1qq,gpRpH1qqy

p‹q

„ρÑσ

ď

H2PEig0
W2

x f pLpH2qq,gpRpH2qqy

“ x f ,gypW2q,

where p‹q holds by Proposition 4.11.

From Proposition 4.14 and Lemma 4.10 we immediately get the following general
result.

Theorem 4.15 (Inductive normal forms). Let f and g be normal form mappings at
types ρ and σ respectively. Then the mapping x f ,gy ˝ emxl is a normal form mapping
at type ρ Ñ σ .

Note that the choice of emxl can be replaced by any choice of an endomapping that
sends a neighborhood to an equivalent eigen-maximal neighborhood.

5 Linearity
In a similar way that we can reduce the consistency to a binary predicate by coher-
ence (1), we can reduce entailment to a binary predicate by an appropriate property.
Call an information system, as well as its corresponding type, linear (or atomic) if

U $ bØ D
aPU

 

a
(

$ b; (3)

in this case, write U $A b (we implicitly mean that U is inhabited). In general, call a
neighborhood linear if it satisfies (3) for all b’s; for example every singleton forms a
linear neighborhood. From a computational point of view, the property assures us that
in order to decide U $ b, we don’t have to check U0 $ b for all U0 ĎU ; it suffices to
just check it for the singleton ones.

There are obvious technical reasons to want to work with linear systems, but there
are also good conceptual reasons. Since Gordon Plotkin elaborated in [17] on the role
of inherently nonsequential functionals like the “parallel or” in Scott’s model, a lot of
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work focused on finding restricted models where this problem would not arise—this
is the well known quest for a “fully abstract” model for Plotkin’s PCF (see [5] for a
succinct overview). Gerard Berry noticed very early that if a functional is to be called
“sequential”, it should at least be stable [2], that is, apart from being Scott continuous
it should preserve consistent infima. The appropriate domains for stability are the so
called “dI-domains”, and as Guo-Qiang Zhang showed in [26] (see also [27, 28]), in
order to represent stable domains by information systems, we have to require linearity.
Furthermore, since Jean-Yves Girard based his linear logic on Berry’s stability notion
among other things (see [7]), linearity is a property where we arrive quite often when
pursuing models of linear logic (see for example [4]).

It is easy to see that flat information systems induced by algebras are linear. In
our nonflat setting, the base type N of natural numbers is linear: for example, the
entailment

 

S˚,SS0
(

$N SS˚ reduces to
 

SS0
(

$N SS˚. Similarly for the type B of
booleans. Moreover, like with coherence, linearity is a property that function spaces
preserve (see Proposition 5.3), so one could naturally argue that the choice of linear
nonflat information systems should be perfectly legitimate. Indeed, one can establish
several fundamental results in the nonflat setting based on linear systems alone: Helmut
Schwichtenberg dealt with density, preservation of values, and adequacy in [22], and
we have also shown definability for the type system based on B and N in [11, 9]; also,
in the same spirit, but independently, Fritz Müller has obtained similar results [16].

Notwithstanding its importance and facility, linearity seems to be natural, or at least
explicit, only for those systems that are built by constructors with at most unary arity,
like B and N, whereas in D we have the paradox

 

B0˚,B˚0
(

$ B00 ^
 

B0˚,B˚0
(

&A B00. (4)

Indeed, linearity is one of the several things that get tricky when one decides to go
nonflat—this echoes the situation with sequentiality, see for example Glynn Winskel’s
discussion in [25, pp. 340–341]. It would seem then that linear systems cannot be used
for a general theory of higher-type computability (unless of course we restrict ourselves
to base types with non-superunary constructors), and that one would be forced instead
to deal with the intricate, not necessarily linear entailment, in its full generality. We
see in this section that this is actually not the case. On the one hand, nonlinear systems
turn out to be “implicitly linear” (as was already foreshadowed in Proposition 4.8.2):
every neighborhood is equivalent to a linear one. More importantly, we can make this
hidden linearity explicit by restricting our models to linear subsystems, without losing
in expressivity at all.

5.1 Implicit linearity
Call a type implicitly linear, when every neighborhood has an equivalent one which
is linear. It is not hard to see that all of our (finitary) base types are implicitly linear,
since there are normal forms for every neighborhood which are linear, like nfc or nfs

(see section 4.1). We show that we can elevate this fact to higher types.
We need one more easy observation concerning eigenproducts.

Lemma 5.1. Let W PConρÑσ be any neighborhood and f : Conρ ÑConρ , g : Conσ Ñ

Conσ be information preserving. Then W „ρÑσ x f ,gypW q.

Proof. From left to right, let xU,by P x f ,gypW q. By the definition, there is a
(nonempty) eigen-neighborhood H of W , such that U “ LpHq and b P RpHq. By the
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preservation of information of f and g, it is W $ρÑσ x f pLpHqq,gpRpHqqy, so it follows
that W $ρÑσ xU,by as well. For the other way around, let H be an eigen-neighborhood
of W . Then there is a subneighborhood of x f ,gypW q, namely x f pLpHqq,gpRpHqqy,
which entails H, so, by Proposition 4.8.1, we’re done.

Theorem 5.2 (Implicit linearity). Let ρ be an arbitrary type. There exists a neighbor-
hood mapping atρ : Conρ Ñ Conρ , such that atρpUq is linear and equivalent to U for
all U P Conρ .

Proof by induction over types. At a base type ι for a neighborhood U set atιpUq :“
nfpUq, where nf is a normal form mapping that sends to linear equivalent neighbor-
hoods. At a higher type ρ Ñ σ , let W P ConρÑσ ; by Lemma 4.10, we may safely
assume that it is eigen-maximal. Set

atρÑσ pW q :“ xid,atσ ypW q,

where id : Conρ Ñ Conρ is the identity neighborhood-mapping, and atσ is provided by
the induction hypothesis at σ .

This is obviously a finite set, which is equivalent to W , by the induction hypothesis
at σ and Lemma 5.1. It remains to show the implicit linearity property. Let xU,by P
TokρÑσ be such that atρÑσ pW q $ρÑσ xU,by. Then also W $ρÑσ xU,by, which
means that W |æU $ρÑσ xU,by, or, equivalently, U $ρ LpW |æU q and RpW |æU q $σ b;
now, atσ maps to equivalent neighborhoods, so atσ pRpW |æU qq $σ b; by the induction
hypothesis at σ , there exists a single token b0 P atσ pRpW |æU qq such that

 

b0
(

$σ b, so
for the token c :“ xLpW |æU q,b0y, which belongs to atρÑσ pW q by definition, we have
 

c
(

$ρÑσ xU,by, and we’re done.

Example. At type DÑ D consider the neighborhood W given by
 @ 

0
(

,S1
D

,
@ 

1
(

,S0
D

,
@ 

B0˚
(

,SBS˚˚
D

,
@ 

B01
(

,SB˚S˚
D(

.

Using the algorithm of the proof of Theorem 5.2 with atD :“ sup, we get the equivalent
neighborhood atDÑDpW q as
 @ 

0
(

,S1
D

,
@ 

1
(

,S0
D

,
@ 

B0˚
(

,SBS˚˚
D

,
@ 

B˚1
(

,SB˚S˚
D

,
@ 

B0˚,B01
(

,SBS˚S˚
D(

,

which is linear: for example, the neighborhood W needs the subneighborhood
 

xB0˚,SBS˚˚y ,xB01,SB˚S˚y
(

to entail the information
@ 

B0˚,B˚1
(

,SBS˚S˚
D

,
whereas atDÑDpW q does this with the singleton

 @ 

B0˚,B01
(

,SBS˚S˚
D(

. Notice
though that the latter is linear at type DÑ D while it presupposes the nonlinear en-
tailment

 

B0˚,B˚1
(

$D
 

B0˚,B01
(

on the left—naturally, this nuance can be lifted if
we first substitute all left neighborhoods by equivalent linear ones.

5.2 Explicit linearity
The witness we provided in the proof of Theorem 5.2 fails to be a normal form map-
ping because of the identity, but the argument would work just fine with any other
mapping instead of id (which we used for simplicity), as long as it sends to equivalent
neighborhoods; so there are plenty of witnesses of implicit linearity which are actually
normal form mappings. In particular, there are witnesses which ensure that not only the
entailments at ρ Ñ σ , but also all entailments of lower type will be linear (see our last
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example). One may naturally wonder: can we not just restrict ourselves to appropriate
normal forms at every type, and work exclusively in a linear setting?

Indeed we can, just not in a downright naive way. First of all we observe that if we
achieve linearity at base types then we’re done, since all function spaces will also be
linear, by the following known result (see [22]).

Proposition 5.3. Let ρ , σ be coherent information systems, with σ being linear. Then
their function space ρ Ñ σ is a linear coherent information system.

Proof. Let W P ConρÑσ and xU,by P TokρÑσ be such that W $ρÑσ xU,by. This
means that WU $σ b; since η is linear, there exists a single b0 PWU , such that

 

b0
(

$σ

b, so there exists a pair xU0,b0y PW , such that
 

U0,b0
(

$ρÑσ xU,by.

Now in order to obtain linear information systems for our base types, we naturally
turn to the linear normal forms which we encountered in section 4.1. The naive way
to go about the problem is to consider a class Conn f of neighborhoods in some normal
form which we know is linear, and check if the triple pTok,Conn f ,$q will do. The only
two choices that we have from our previous discussion are Consup for the suprema
and Concl for the deductive closures; it turns out that both are bad choices. If we
restrict Con to the neighborhoods that can serve as suprema, that is, to singletons, we
lose the propagation of consistency by entailment, and if we restrict it to deductively
closed neighborhoods, then we lose the consistency of singletons and the closure of
consistency to subsets. Trying to mend these shortcomings by tweaking, for example,
the definition of entailment, only seems to lead further from intuition.

A less naive idea is to capitalize on our results on path normal forms, namely,
by restricting the carrier set to paths, and then adapting consistency and entailment
accordingly.

Write ρ – σ , if the ideals of ρ and the ideals of σ are in a bijective correspondence.
Moreover, if x,y : ρ , write x$ρ y to mean that for every V Ď f y there is a U Ď f x with
U $ρ V .

Proposition 5.4. Let ι be a finitary base type. There exists a linear coherent informa-
tion system η , such that η – ι .

Proofsketch. Given a finitary base type ι , define ι p by letting Tokι p be Tokp
ι , Conι p

be Conι XP f pTokι pq, and $ι p be $ι XpConι p ˆTokι pq (notice that we allow every
neighborhood of paths to be consistent in ι p, and not just the path reduced ones). It is
straightforward to check that ι p is indeed a coherent information system; we call it the
path subsystem of ι .

To see that it is linear, let U P Conι p and b P Tokι p be such that U $ι p b. Since b is
a path, by Proposition 4.2.3 there is an a PU with

 

a
(

$ι b. But a is itself a path, so
 

a
(

$ι p b.
For the equivalence of the ideals, consider the mappings F : ι Ñ ι p and G : ι p Ñ ι ,

defined by

Fpxq :“
ď

UĎ f x

 

a P Tokι p |U $ι a
(

,

Gpxq :“
ď

UĎ f x

 

a P Tokι |U $ι a
(

.

Using Theorem 4.5, it is tediously straightforward to show that F and G are indeed
well defined, injective (note that Fpxq „ι x and Gpxq „ι x), and mutually inverse, thus
ι – ι p.
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It follows that if we are willing to dispose of succinct representations like B00, and
restrict to their path-neighborhood representations like

 

B0˚,B˚0
(

, we obtain a model
of information systems, which are not only coherent, but also linear in an explicit way.
More precisely, from Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 we obtain the following.

Theorem 5.5 (Linearity). Let ρ be a type. There exists a linear coherent information
system ρA, such that ρA – ρ .

6 Discussion
We showed how we can circumvent the inherent combinatorial complexity of nonflat
information systems by working with canonical and even normal forms, and we used
these results to show that we can fully recover linearity in a setting with a full, nonlinear
entailment predicate. There are several things that suggest themselves as next steps.

On the technical side, we made heavy use of neighborhood mappings between two
information systems, prefering them to the whole class of approximable maps. It could
be fruitful to look into the theory of neighborhood mappings from a wider scope. For
instance, a typical neighborhood mapping that is used by default constantly in the rel-
evant literature—indeed, in the previous pages as well—is the neighborhood applica-
tion, and so are the mappings induced by superunary constructors—we let one such
sneak in as an example in section 3. These mappings are obviously well-behaved,
since they are monotone in all arguments, but we cannot really talk about them offi-
cially with the scanty tools we have given here. It should be direct to generalize the
notions of compatible, consistent and monotone mappings to the case of several argu-
ments, and study their exact relationship to the corresponding ideals, and in doing so
we may acquire some extra insight into such everyday operations between neighbor-
hoods.

In the case of normal forms, as well, there is a prospect of generalization, if one
is willing to take certain questions about the totality of all normal forms seriously.
For instance, how many normal forms are there to choose from, anyway? It is easy
to see that the class of all normal forms at a given type can be arranged as a semi-
group in two natural ways, namely both under composition, and under consistent union
U ÞÑ f pUqY gpUq, whenever f pUq — gpUq for every U ; both of these structures lack
their natural neutral element, namely the identity map and the constant U ÞÑ H, re-
spectively. Moreover, both of these semigroups are actually “bands” (every element
is idempotent), the former is particularly “rectangular” (the equation f ˝ g ˝ h “ f ˝ h
holds for all f ,g,h) and even “left-zero” (all elements are left-neutral), while the latter
is commutative. We list this array of terms to merely indicate that the theory of semi-
groups is rich enough to have thematized such concepts (see for example [8]). This
suggests that the deceivingly meager structure of a semigroup might still give good
answers on general questions regarding our navigation in the highly complex nonflat
domains of choice.

Last, but most relevant for our interest in higher-type computability, the main
message of the paper is that we can work linearly even with a nonlinear (that is,
not necessarily binary) entailment, and therefore widen the scope of previous work
like [15, 22, 16, 11] in a substantial way. There are two further points to stress. Firstly,
the localization of linearity, provided in the last section, points the way to the internal-
ization of the study of sequentiality and linear semantics in the general nonflat case.
There is an enormous amount of work invested in these matters by several people al-
ready (see section 5 for some references), and to even adapt the basic ideas to our
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setting should be rewarding. Secondly, adapting such work to the nonflat case may
even lead to surprisingly more powerful results, as we mentioned already in the intro-
duction. In pursuit of such aims, it seems likely that the tools we have used in this
work, like neighborhood mappings and their normal forms, may very well prove to be
indispensable.

Dues
For their lending an ear, their feedback, their suggestions, thanks to Helmut Schwicht-
enberg, Davide Rinaldi, Matthias Hofer, and Rhea Marstaller. Matthias Hofer has also
provided a proof for a special case of Theorem 4.15, using an earlier variant of eigen-
neighborhood.
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